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Dear citizens: 

As we enter the third year of our strategic plan, citizens can see considerable progress toward our five 

objectives and 21 goals. From increasing the number of services available online to creating an even 

safer city to growing jobs and wages, my team is focused on our common dream for Louisville -- to 

create a clean, green, safe and inclusive city where people love to live and work. The Six-Year Strategic 

Plan is a roadmap for getting us there -- and you will see that some of our goals have been updated and 

revised to better reflect the work we’ve already accomplished -- and the work ahead. We have achieved 

our goal to plant 10,000 trees but have committed to continuing our green and sustainability efforts in 

working to reduce our carbon footprint. We have also adopted a goal to foster a culture of life-long 

learning, creativity and innovation to ensure all of our citizens have opportunities to succeed. 

When viewing the strategic plan, take a look using the three lenses through which we view our work 

here in Metro Government: 

• Daily work -- the day-to-day items that keep city government running efficiently and effectively;

• Continuous Improvement -- improving on that daily work;

• Innovation and Breakthrough -- creating and implementing those big ideas that propel us forward 

as a government and as a city.

I encourage citizens to review the goals and objectives -- along with the data and metrics behind them --

to learn more about how their city government is working for the betterment of Louisville, every single 

day.

I welcome your feedback. My contact information is below, please to let us know your overall thoughts 

and which goals you feel strongly about so we can continue to work together to make Louisville a great 

place.

Thank you for allowing me to serve as your Mayor.
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The Louisville Metro 

Planning Cycle provides 

guidance to departments 

on syncing strategy 

development with planning 

milestones, scheduling 

project timelines, 

forecasting resource needs 

and setting execution 

dates.  It ensures that we 

continue to move down the 

road of  the city’s 

continuous improvement 

journey.
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The Louisville Metro Planning Calendar provides a monthly reference point for tracking planning deliverables 

throughout the year.  It also  affords Metro leadership both an enterprise and departmental overview of  strategic 

planning responsibilities and reporting milestones.
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“Louisville is a city of lifelong learning and great jobs, wellness, and compassion” 

Our Purpose and Vision…
Louisville Metro Government is the catalyst for creating a world-class city that provides its citizens
with safe and vibrant neighborhoods, great jobs, a strong system of education and innovation, and a
high quality of life.

Mayor Greg Fischer
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1. Deliver Excellent City Services

We strive to be the best city government in 

America and will use a robust measurement 

system to drive employee performance and 

track our results.

These five objectives are the ultimate outcomes the 
Fischer Administration is working hard to achieve. 

2. Solve Systemic Budget Issues

We will resolve the structural budget 

imbalance that limits our city and its growth. 

Our expenses cannot continue to outpace 

revenue growth. 

3. Take Job Creation To The Next Level

We will create a culture of innovation that 

fosters the growth of 21st Century jobs, 

focusing on our strategic economic 

development strengths– lifelong wellness and 

aging care, value-added logistics, advanced 

manufacturing, and the food and beverage 

industry. We will champion a business-

friendly entrepreneurial environment that 

recognizes education is the foundation for job 

creation. We will work with our schools, 

colleges and universities to deliver a 21st 

century workforce. 

4. Invest In Our People And Neighborhoods

We will build on Louisville’s unique and 

creative people and history, embracing all 

citizens and our growing international 

population, by improving public 

transportation, the arts, and our parks. We 

will ensure a safe, inclusive, clean and green 

city -- a city that looks toward the future by 

capitalizing on our diverse population, our 

geography, and the Ohio River. 

5. Create Plans For A Vibrant Future

We will develop and begin implementation of 

a 25-year vision for the city, including 

targeted neighborhood revitalization. The 

vision will detail how the city will look, feel 

and flow in the short, mid, and long term. 

The City’s 5 Strategic Objectives: 6-Year Plan
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As I reflect on our successes over the past year, I am encouraged.  We are not measuring for 

measurement sake, but informing policy.  We have grown in our ability to collect, measure, and 

report on data, as well as our understanding of how the data should influence the work.   

While it may seem cumbersome, it is essential that every program have an evaluation tool built 

in to measure success.  We should stand ready to answer the questions that come when we say 

a program, project or policy is working.  Based on what?  What behaviors or outcomes should 

we see a reduction or increase in?  Further, we are beginning to acknowledge that those 

involved solely in the daily work of performance improvement must effectively partner with 

those doing the work and together search for what breathes life into our efforts or what justifies 

their elimination or adjustment.  After all, the communities we serve deserve the most efficient 

and effective use of our dollars.  

Through strategic planning and continued measurement we may be able to prove that 

investment in summer jobs and youth programming helps to reduce the number of arrests, 

detentions and overall community violence.  Could this someday lead to every young person in 

our community being employed for the summer or enrolled in a summer program?  It should, 

but we must have the data to further encourage private industry in their role.  Housing homeless 

veterans takes political will and coordination of resources; ensuring better graduation rates is a 

community initiative that cannot fail, thus employing successful strategies will continue to be 

key.  We’ve made big commitments and great strides, future success depends on our ability to 

continue to partner, measure and adjust for what we’ve learned.  The works is unlimited but so 

is the reward!  
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The following functional objectives are high-level accomplishments 
that the department is focused on achieving over the next six years.

The Department’s Strategic Objectives

Title Description

1. Encourage the Reading of Books Encourage the Reading of Books

2.
Create the Marketplace of Independent 

Learning
Create the Marketplace of Independent Learning

3. Deliver Knowledge through Technology Deliver Knowledge through Technology 

4. Provide Excellent Library Service Provide Excellent Library Service

5.
Update the Public’s Perception of the 

Library
Update the Public’s Perception of the Library
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Maturing : A  Journey  Of  Change

Strategery!

DeVon M. Hankins

Deputy Director of Strategic Planning

Wow, it’s been an amazing year!   

I can hardly believe that it’s only been three years since Louisville 

Metro’s Strategic Planning process became an enterprise-wide reality--

taking our city’s governance process to an unparalleled position 

amongst our peer cities.  

Over the past three years we have collaboratively planned and 

executed on our strategic plans; including both citizens and community 

stakeholders in the planning process.  In 2012, we took community 

feedback, along with our internal benchmarking research, and created 

the inaugural version of the City’s 6-year strategic plan.  That same 

year, each of our departments in turn aligned their work against the 

City’s plan and created their own 6-year strategic plans. It was Metro’s 

first attempt at developing both a comprehensive and inclusive 

roadmap for the City’s future. We published those plans in January 

2013.  During 2013, as with any pursuit toward excellence, we 

challenged ourselves to implement authentic change---the kind of 

change that is proactive, far-reaching, influential and enduring.   We 

took time to become “enterprise aware”; we standardize our planning 

cycle, benchmarked strategic planning methodologies, initiated a 

quality assessment of our data and data sources and started evaluating 

our performance management capabilities.  This past year, we’ve been 

more engaged and diligent than ever:  thinking critically about how to 

truly capitalize upon the invaluable experience, knowledge and skill 

sets of our Community Partners; while conducting sober assessments 

about how to improve upon last year’s progress.  In fact, our planning 

theme for 2014 was “Let’s GO to the Next Level!”

In 2014, we consciously took aggressive steps to improve the overall 

quality of the City’s strategic planning work.  First, we responded by 

enhancing our technology based tracking and recording process to not 

only accurately and confidently provide real-time strategic plan 

updates, on both our progress and performance, but to do so for any 

team member, at any time and across the entire enterprise.  Second, 

we trained and certified 20 of our Strategic Planning Liaisons (SPLs) on
133

the Balanced Scorecard Institute’s methodology for establishing an 

integrated strategic planning and management system.  The Mayor’s 

executive team viewed this training as a critical step in the evolution of our 

enterprise capacity building effort.  We now have department based 

resources that are not only prepared to manage their department’s 

strategic planning work and coordinate that work with OPI; but are capable 

of being deployed as Enterprise strategic planning assets ---focused on 

cross-functional strategic planning projects and enterprise level initiatives, 

both internally and externally.  Third, we established a weekly Strategic 

Monitoring & Diagnosis Forum; consisting of an executive level cross-

functional team – including the Mayor!  The team was tasked with applying 

their respective subject matter expertise to rigorously evaluating plan 

progress, problem solving for resource allocation misalignment and 

recommending resolutions for Risk.  In doing so, they provided our 

departmental leadership with a comprehensive performance evaluation of 

plan progress from an enterprise perspective.   Finally, we took a Collective 

Impact perspective regarding collaborative engagement.   We invited 

engagement at every tier —whether Citizen, Community Partner, City-

Enterprise, Department or Team—and revisited our planning process and 

plan collectively.  We re-evaluated our strategic purpose: amending 

language and clarifying intent; reassessed how we measured success:  

refining our ideas about outcomes versus outputs; and co-created across-

the-board resolutions:  resolving systemic issues and mitigating the various 

risks we encountered respectively.   Collectively, the City engaged 

continuous improvement. The progress report that follows covers strategic 

efforts from January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2014; and stands as the 

department’s historical record of our City’s                                          

respective and collective Journey of Change.
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A count of the number of printed books in 

the library collection. 

Baseline: 1,138,656 Items

Target: 1,201,325 Items

Current: 1,182,228 Items

Data Source(s): LFPL Inventory Report 

The percent of progress for building 

the South-Central Regional Library 

Baseline: 0% 

Target: 100% 

Current: 25%

Data Source(s): N/A
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The number of Downloadable Audio Books 

in the library collection.

Baseline: 5,072 Items (7/1/2013)

Target: 6,000 Items

Current: 5,599 Items

Data Source(s): LFPL Monthly Reports

The number of eBooks added to the library 

collection each month.

Baseline: 417/month (2013-2014 avg)

Target: 400 Items

Current: 573 Items

Data Source(s): LFPL Monthly Reports
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A count of the number of people assisted in 

job-search related activities at one the library 

Job Shops. 

Baseline: 1,327 People/Month (FY 2014 avg)

Target: 900 People/Month

Current: 

Data Source(s): LFPL Internet Programming 

Reports

A count of the total number of people attending 

college preparation programs at the library.

Baseline: 51 People/Month (FY 2013-2014 avg)

Target: 105 People/Month

Current: 267 People/Month

Data Source(s): LFPL internal programming 

reports
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A count of the number of programs in a 

given month for adults that encourage the 

reading of books. 

Baseline: 22 Programs/Month

Target: 20 Programs/Month

Current: 32 Programs/Month

Data Source(s): LFPL internal programming 

reports

The total monthly attendance at literacy 

learning programs for preschool children. 

Baseline: 3,546 (2012-2013 avg)

Target: 8,468

Current: 3,492 

Data Source(s): LFPL monthly program reports
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Count of library card registrations for each 

month. 

Baseline: 3562 (FY 2013-2014 avg)

Target: 4167

Current: 2528

Data Source(s): LFPL Monthly Reports

A count of patrons who have attended 

lifelong learning educational events at the 

library during a given month. 

Baseline: 784 (FY 2014 avg)

Target: 250

Current: 258

Data Source(s): LFPL Monthly Reports
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Strategic  Planning Terms…

Enterprise: Includes all departments, 

agencies and offices under the 

jurisdiction of Louisville Metro 

Government.

SMART:  Stands for Specific Measurable 

Actionable Realistic and Time-bound.  

SMART Goal: A specific outcome that a 

department desires to achieve. We 

strive to make our goals SMART so that 

we can easily, accurately and 

confidently report our progress against 

them.

Initiative: Describes the course(s) of 

action that the department will take in 

an effort to achieve a specific goal.  An 

initiative may often run parallel to or 

work interdependently with other 

initiatives that are aligned against the 

same goal.

Initiative Progress: Describes the 

outcome of the courses of action taken 

and outlines what resources and/or 

programs the department utilized, 

implemented, or created to ensure the 

success of the actual initiative itself.

Action Steps “Tasks”: These are the 

discrete steps that it will take to 

accomplish an initiative; they are 

analogous to the items that would be 

on a “to do list”.

Key Performance Indicator (KPI): It is a 

measurement, preferably numerical, 

that reflects the level of performance 

that is critical to success. KPI’s should be 

validated by their Source and chosen 

method of analysis and calculation. 

Benchmark: The agreed upon value or 

measure recognized by industry 

participants as being the "best practice" 

in the industry or field (i.e., best in class 

or world). Benchmarks may be set by 

statute, regulation or professional 

standards.

Baseline: A standard against which 

present or future performance can be 

compared. It is essentially the 

measurement that provides a basis for 

comparison from where you use to be 

to where you currently are or desire to 

be. A well defined SMART Goal should 

clearly define how to calculate the value 

of your Baseline. 

Source: The data, statistics and 

information that is collated either 

internally (department and/or Metro) or 

externally (federal or state government 

agencies, or non-governmental entities 

such as non-profits/advocacy 

organizations, or private companies). 

The Source should inform as to where 

the data originated, how it was 

collected, who collected it and who 

owns it; it validates the KPI.

Target Start Date: This is the date that 

the goal or initiative is "planned" or 

intended to be started. 

Actual Start Date: This is the date that 

the goal or initiative is actually started. 

Target End Date: This is the date that 

the goal or initiative is "planned" or 

intended to be completed.

Actual End Date: This is the date that 

the goal or initiative is actually 

completed.
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Strategic  Planning Terms…

Health:  Describes whether or not the 

goal or initiative is on schedule based 

upon the Target Start Date and Actual 

Start Date and the Target End Date and 

Actual End Date.  Health is indicated by 

using a color-coded index; the index 

colors are purple, red, yellow, green and 

blue.

Not Started: Goal/Initiative is not 

started but is expected to start 

on time.

Slightly Off-Track: Goal/Initiative 

is in progress, but behind 

schedule and has an issue that 

may affect completion date.

Off Track: Goal/Initiative is not 

started and is overdue or goal/ 

Initiative is in progress, but 

behind schedule and has an issue 

that will affect completion.

On-Track: Goal/Initiative is in 

progress, on schedule, and 

expected to be completed 

on time.

Accomplished: 

Goal/Initiative is completed.

Progress (% Complete): An approximate 

percentage of completion for a given 

Initiative. 

→ 25% - some action steps, 

required for the initiative, are 

completed 

→ 50% - about half the action steps, 

required for the initiative, are 

completed 

→ 75% - most action steps, 

required for the initiative, are 

completed 

→ 100% - all action steps, required 

for the initiative, are completed 

Transfers & Deletions Report: contains 

a list of the goal and/or initiatives that 

have been removed from a strategic 

plan due to changes in a department’s 

current programmatic, operational, or 

fiscal state or transferred due to 

reorganization of a department’s 

structure.

Accomplished Goals Report: contains a 

list of all the goals that have been 

accomplished by the department during 

the timeframe of the strategic plan.

Progress Report: report on progress for 

current and active goals/initiatives.

Change Report: catalogs changes to a 

department’s strategic plan as it relates 

to amended goal and/or initiative 

language. 
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Louisville Free Public Library

301 York Street

Louisville, KY 40203

(502)574-1611

Lisa Sizemore, Director

Lee Burchfield, SPL   X1691

Notes: 

________________________________
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“My dream for Louisville is to create a clean, green, safe and 

inclusive city where people love to live and work…”
Mayor Greg Fischer


